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Abstract—Since GPS receivers have become a commodity
anyone could access and use location information simply and
freely. Such an easy access to ones’ location is instrumental to
development of location-aware applications. However, existing
applications are static in that they do not model relations
between places and mobile things. Moreover, these applications
do not allow to easily map the physical location of mobile
devices to virtual resources on the Internet. We attempt to
bridge this gap by extending the base concepts that make up
the Internet with the physical location of devices, in order
to facilitate the development of Web-based location-aware
applications for embedded mobile devices. In this paper, we
describe and evaluate a simple infrastructure for the ”Web of
Things” that extends the existing Web to enable location-aware
applications. By introducing the concept ”here/*”, we enable a
naturally hierarchic way to search for location-aware devices
and the services they provide.
Keywords-Web of Things; REST; HTTP; API; location-based
services.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, a fundamental paradigm shift has
been taking place in the ﬁeld of computing technologies.
Thanks to the miniaturization of embedded systems, tiny
computers with wireless communication abilities can be
easily integrated into everyday objects, thus turning them
into smart objects. According to the IP for Smart Objects Al-
liance (IPSO)1, an increasing number of embedded devices
will be supporting the IP protocol, so that many physical
objects will be connected to the Internet. The convergence
of physical computing devices (Wireless Sensor Networks,
mobile phones, etc.) and the Internet provides new design
opportunities, as digital communication networks will soon
not only contain virtual data (images, text, etc.), but also
real objects. On top of that, these objects will very likely
become ﬁrst class citizens of the World Wide Web, which
will make them linkable, discoverable, searchable, therefore
usable just like any other data available on the Web.
On the Web, the location of data is irrelevant, since a
powerful mechanism is in place for accessing data regardless
of where it is stored (URI). In contrast, physical things are
1http://www.ipso-alliance.org/
always somewhere, and their location can change quickly.
In addition, people also often change location (home, ofﬁce,
car, etc), and the use of centralized repositories to store
the current location of all mobile things would not scale.
To fully leverage the physical nature of objects one needs
to know their location. Localization of objects and people
has always been a tedious technical challenge, and only
recently GPS receivers have become a commodity which
allowed people to localize objects more easily. While GPS
can be used for localization in outdoor environments in most
situations, there are still some limitations to this technology.
When it comes to indoor applications, GPS becomes inher-
ently unusable, thus indoor localization system using WiFi
ﬁngerprinting [1], [2] have been particularly popular as they
require no new hardware infrastructure installation for sites
that already have WiFi, and with resolution to a few meters,
it can support room-level localization. As it has been shown
in surveys of ubiquitous computing, it is sufﬁcient to localize
a user within room-level accuracy for almost all applications
[3]. Although spatial localization techniques improve over
time, wide spreading of location-aware applications is still
prevented by the lack of robust and open standards for
modeling and representing locations on the Web beyond
geographical coordinates [4]. Due to the lack of support for
modeling the physical location of things, discovering devices
present in a location and interacting with them in an ad-
hoc manner is a complex problem that requires customized
applications, especially because the available low-devices
and protocols are usually incompatible. While solutions such
as Bluetooth, Apple’s Bonjour or Universal Plug and Play do
offer powerful mechanisms for locating similar devices on
the same network; a common ground on which devices using
different protocols could interact globally and transparently
is still missing.
To overcome this problem, we propose a Web-based
infrastructure that simpliﬁes the interconnection of heteroge-
nous embedded devices and that takes into account the hier-
archical structure of places and the mobile devices therein.
For this, we propose using lightweight software entities
called gateways that are used to extend the Web to the real-world by offering a Web interface to all kinds of embedded
devices that do not necessarily support the IP protocol.
Gateways are designed to be linked with other gateways
to form a hierarchical tree structure mapped to physical
locations (for example place concepts in a building such
as ﬂoors, rooms, etc) which allows users to interact directly
with all the devices present in any particular location. Based
on this Web-based hierarchical place model, we introduce
the concept here/* which allows any Web client to use
URIs as a ﬂexible context-aware search method to ﬁnd
and use things in speciﬁc locations. Finally, we describe
a prototype to illustrate how such an infrastructure allows
users to develop quickly location-based services for physical
things, only by using the Web as development platform.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been several attempts to integrate physical
objects into the Web [5], [6], [7]. Unfortunately, most of
previous projects merely proposed solutions to link real
objects to their representation on the Web without using the
founding principles of the Web as core concepts. Because
of that, early work reduced the role of the Web only as
a transport protocol, instead of using it as an application
protocol. This prevented devices and their functionality to
considered as real Web resources that can be searched,
browsed and used just like any other Web page. More recent
projects [8], [6] have investigated how embedded devices can
accessed while using the REST paradigm, but they mainly
focused on isolated systems and didn’t address the problem
of scalability of the system. The term Sensor Web refers
to a global network of Web-connected sensors, and several
projects have been proposed to build such a worldwide
Sensor Web, as for example MSR Senseweb [7], Irisnet [9].
In these projects, a unique endpoint is used to register and
store data collected by many physical sensors, however such
a central point of failure is against the distributed nature of
the Web. While still a centralized server, Pachube [10] offers
a promising solution which is simpler to use as sensor data
can be published and reuse sensor data by using RSS feeds
a RESTful interface.
A major problem when it comes to integrate physical
object to the Web is that no Web standard explicitly designed
for physical object is available. Because of that, the Open
Geospatial Consortium has propose the Sensor Web Enable-
ment [11] initiative that focuses on developing standards to
enable the discovery and exchange of sensor observations
between Web-connected sensors.
While GPS can be used for localization in outdoor en-
vironments in most situations, there are still some limi-
tations to this technology, as for example it’s inaccuracy
in urban canyons. When it comes to indoor applications,
GPS becomes inherently unusable. Thus, indoor localization
systems have been popular for several years [12], [13],
[1], [14]. In this domain, WiFi ﬁngerprinting [12], [1] has
been particularly popular as it requires no new hardware
infrastructure installation for sites that already have WiFi,
and with resolution to a few meters, it can support room-
level localization. To achieve such high accuracy from the
noisy WiFi signal, however, such systems require prior
manual calibration. To overcome this problem Bhasker et al.
ﬁrst formulated the idea of collecting calibration data during
use [15]. Our own system Redpin [2], also collected calibra-
tion information from end-users, but in contrast to Bhasker
et al. omits a geometric algorithm beforehand. Using a
modiﬁed version of k-nearest neighbors, Redpin generates
symbolic location identiﬁers with room-level accuracy. As
it has been shown in surveys of ubiquitous computing, it is
sufﬁcient to localize a user within room-level accuracy for
almost all applications [3], [16], [17].
Although there is no formalized standard on how to model
indoor locations, one can ﬁnd many location models in the
literature [18], [19], [20]. However, most of these location
models have been designed to match speciﬁc application
need as they were designed solely for speciﬁc projects. The
NEXUS project proposed an open platform for context-
aware applications, with a special focus on location [18].
Their location model is explicitly deﬁned and supports
hierarchical naming schemes and different levels of detail
for indoor and outdoor applications.
To represent location in Carnegie Mellon’s AURA project
[21], Jiang and Steenkiste introduced a hybrid location
model and a formal representation that combines the ad-
vantages of symbolic and geometric location models [22].
The clear separation of model and representation is what
separates this approach from others. Consequently, the
AURA Location Identiﬁer (ALI) uses a formatted, Universal
Resource Identiﬁers (URI) compliant string to represent all
the above concepts. Other approaches for location modeling
on the Web have been proposed to build a geographic web
that merges abstract information with geographical [23],
[24], unfortunately they were designed primarily for spatial
locations and are not suited for hierachical models. Ubis-
world [25] describes an interesting Web-based hierarchical
model for locations, however not explicitly designed for real
devices, and the project seems discontinued. Recently, the
Locative Web [4] has offered interesting insights towards
turning the Web into a location-aware infrastructure.
III. WEB-ORIENTED INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PHYSICAL
THINGS
The success of the World Wide Web is rooted in its
particular software architecture called Representational State
Transfer (REST) [26], which emphasizes scalability, generic
interfaces, and a loose coupling between components. On the
Web, the primary abstraction of information and functional-
ity are resources identiﬁed by Uniform Resource Identiﬁers
(URIs) and are manipulated using the HTTP verbs GET,
POST, PUT, DELETE. Although HTTP was designed asan application protocol with particular strengths (and weak-
nesses), many Web applications use HTTP as a transport
protocol by using only a small fraction of it. This prevent to
take full advantage of the Web because it requires to deﬁne
speciﬁc application layers for application. For example, Web
applications that rely upon Web services based on SOAP
and WSDL use only one operation of HTTP (POST) to call
API methods offered by a few URI-identiﬁed endpoints, thus
hiding the actual resources being manipulated.
The term Internet of Things refers to networked devices
with an emphasis on interoperability at the data transport
layer. We propose the notion Web of Things as a reﬁnement
of the Internet of Things where emphasis is shifted towards
interoperability at the application layer. In the Web of
Things, the founding principles of the Web architecture
(REST) are fully leveraged to support a location-aware
infrastructure for networked devices. Based on the success
of Web 2.0 mashups, we propose a similar lightweight
approach for interacting with embedded devices using HTTP
to manipulate URI- identiﬁed resources, therefore enabling
the creation of physical mashups.
A. Hierarchical Location Modeling
Embedded devices have usually limited resources, there-
fore require optimized protocols to exchange data. As HTTP
or IP might not be available or would be computationally
expensive, we propose to use gateways to enable uniform
Web-based interaction with low-power devices. A gateway
is a lightweight software module that is used to connect
to the Web many kinds of embedded devices connected to
the gateway using an appropriate physical interface such as
Bluetooth or Zigbee. To realize a scalable and distributed
location-aware infrastructure for devices, gateways were
designed so that they can be linked together to form a virtual
network of nodes that can then be mapped onto physical
places to model relations between real places. As illustrated
in Figure 1, using such a tree of nested gateways one can
easily create a hierarchy of places with different levels
of granularity (country, region, city, street, building, ﬂoor,
room, object). Each level of the tree offers an abstract layer
for interacting with the devices and services under it, and
each node reﬁnes its parents by offering a ﬁner granularity.
We distinguish two types of gateways; logical and phys-
ical gateways. The same software is used in both cases,
however logical gateways do not necessarily need to be
installed on a computer physically located in the area it is
mapped to. For example, the logical gateways tree presented
in Figure 1 can be fully distributed across servers anywhere
in the world in a transparent manner, as long as the logical
structure of the tree is maintained. In contrast, physical
gateways (or terminal gateways) must be embodied into a
physical computer located in the area it corresponds to, and
can posses different interfaces to connect with devices in
the real world. The gateway software was designed to be
Figure 1. Example gateway hierarchy from a building. The top gateway
covers the gateways for each ﬂoor, and is composed only of logical
gateways. The South Wing gateway is implemented on a wireless router,
which is connected to the computer sub-network of that area and has
access to all the gateways present in the rooms (which are implemented
on computers located in rooms). The gateways in each room have different
physical interfaces to access mobile devices.
easily implemented on any programmable computer with a
TCP/IP connection, such as open wireless routers, Network
Attached Storage (NAS), media players, etc.
The mapping process that assigns the logical place name
(room 44, ﬂoor D, east wing, etc.) to gateways must be
done manually by the developer at setup time. Fortunately,
since gateways are not mobile and the structure of their con-
nections is rather static, little effort is required to maintain
the tree structure. Terminal gateways can discover mobile
devices in their surroundings and make them dynamically
available as Web resources accessible over HTTP. This
allows to navigate the tree by following links to surrounding
gateways simply by clicking the links on a Web page or
typing a URL in any Web browser.
Using this approach, we can easily build a system that
supports range and lookup queries for mobile devices. Un-
like other hybrid models for spatial queries, our approach
does not require any centralized component or database
to store information about the system. This is possible
because the gateways are loosely-coupled and independent
components responsible for managing all the devices (and
gateways) located in the area they are associated with. The
higher in the hierarchy, the more seldom things change,
which naturally forms an efﬁcient load-balancing system
because users only access gateways located in the area
of interest without soliciting the rest of the system. By
leveraging well-known Web technologies, the infrastructure
is more scalable while supporting mobile devices that can
change location dynamically.
B. Localization
Once the spatial hierarchy formed by the gateways has
been setup, the problem of mapping the current location ofa user to a particular node in the tree persists. The spatial
localization process is not part of our project and for our
requirements one can rely on an indoor localization system
to determine one’s location at the room level (such as RedPin
[2]).
When gateways are sparse enough so that their radio
coverage does not overlap, the mapping between a device
and a place can be determined simply by the connectiv-
ity between the device and the nearest physical gateway.
However, when several gateways are located nearby, how
does the system know which one to choose? We call this
the bootstrap problem, and a simple method to retrieve the
URL to connect to the correct gateway is necessary. To avoid
speciﬁc software or hardware, we enable gateways to be
discoverable on the local network. Given that HTTP does
not deﬁne any discovery mechanism (on the Web resources
are discovered by following URIs), we have implemented a
lightweight discovery protocol used by our gateways, similar
in function to Apple’s Bonjour. We have developed a plugin
for Firefox that searches for gateways on the local network
and the user simply clicks on the name of the gateway he
wants to be associated with, and the respective address gets
loaded into the Web browser.
C. Representing Locations on the Web
Given that many different localization techniques are
available for different applications, the representation of
location information must be kept independent of technology
to allow a sufﬁciently loose coupling, thereby allowing
different localization systems to be used. Although many
formats to represent outdoor locations have been developed
recently, there is no standard way to represent indoor lo-
cation information, and certainly none that complies with
the existing Web technologies. As geographic coordinates
are not practical for dealing with the concept of a location
used in everyday life, as for example a room’s number or a
building wing’s name, a ﬂexible model that supports user-
generated symbolic annotations of places is needed. Sharing
semantics of places can be a tedious problem in case a
central authority must maintain a repository of place names,
which would be against the Web’s decentralized nature.
To solve this problem, we propose to use the Web itself
as a lookup service to ﬁnd and explore locations as well as
to obtain information about places and the devices therein.
Following the idea formualted in [22], we use universal
resource identiﬁers (URI) to represent locations and their
containment relations as a logical path according to the
URI deﬁnition. Consequently, RESTful URIs can be created
dynamically by navigating the hierarchical tree formed by
the gateways. For each URI, both machines and people
should be able to retrieve a description about the identiﬁed
resource. This is an essential mechanism for a establishing
a shared understanding about the location identiﬁed by the
URI, where machines can retrieve semantic data (RDFa)
while people can retrieve a human readable representation
(HTML).
In addition to using URIs, we propose a concept we
call here/*. This concept is based on the idea that a
ﬁxed string, namely here/, is used to identify the current
location of a user or device on the gateway tree. This is
conceptually similar to a dynamic bookmark that always
points to the URI of the gateway associated to that location.
A relative here/* URI can be constructed dynamically to
allow for search and exploration across physical locations:
URI = http://host/{location"/"}[keyword]
Thereby, the host denotes the (network) location of any
Gateway (IP address or network name). To traverse the
location structure, f"/"location"/" is used to represent
a path of arbitrary length. Finally, by specifying a keyword,
the user can search for devices and services that match the
expression.
D. Dynamic Search of Mobile Devices (scoping)
Searching for devices that meet a certain criteria is an
important feature of every modern distributed architecture.
For our purpose, devices and gateways can be tagged with
speciﬁc keywords and then be searched based on their
associated keywords. As the search algorithm per se was not
our focus, a simple search algorithm has been used. Search
starts by matching a search expression with all devices and
direct neighbors on a gateway (the gateways that can be
reached within one hop). The search query also contains
a time-to-live (TTL) that is decreased on each intermediate
searching hop. If the TTL reaches zero the token will not be
routed any further. The cost of this search algorithm grows
exponentially according to the size of the network thus is
not very scalable, but is sufﬁcient for most pervasive and ad-
hoc interaction scenarios where one is primarily interested
to interact with devices located in the same room or ﬂoor.
By using the URI syntax deﬁned in the previous section,
the URI becomes a ﬂexible search bar. For example, the
wildcard character ”*” can be appended to the URI of any
gateway, which instructs the gateway to generate a webpage
with all the links this particular gateway posses (devices
or other gateways). For example, to ﬁnd all devices tagged
with the keyword phone located on the same ﬂoor, one can
simply write the following URL in a browser:
http://here/floor/phone/*
This will be resolved by the gateway the user is associated
with, and will get routed to the gateway of the corresponding
ﬂoor. This is possible because the links between gateways
are tagged semantically using RDFa. Subsequently, a HTML
page with links to all the devices that match the query
and are “under” the ﬂoor gateway at that time will be
generated dynamically. Needless to say, the same URI willyield different answers depending on the ﬂoor the client is
located on.
IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION: MOBILE AMBIENT
METER
As proof of concept we illustrate how simple location-
aware applications can be built by using our Web-based
infrastructure. Our system is composed of a mobile energy
meter that displays the energy consumed in the room it is
located in.
Figure 2. The prototype deployment on the ﬂoor of our building, with
three physical gateways in two different rooms and one in the hallway. Two
energy meters are connected to the corresponding gateways. As the Ambient
Meter moves from one room to the other its color changes according to
the level of energy consumption in the room (1-3).
As shown on Figure 2, two gateways are deployed in
ofﬁce D43.1 and D48.1, and communicate wirelessly with
the Ambient Meter. The Ambient Meter is a SunSPOT
sensor node2 that runs an embedded Web server so that
its functionalities are available as URI-identiﬁed resources.
This enables the mobile user to access the sensors’ resources
simply by entering their URI in any Web browser. The
energy consumption of electric appliances are monitored
using Ploggs3, which are sensor nodes that combine an
electricity meter plug and a data logger that can be accessed
with Bluetooth. Ploggs are also connected to the gateway so
that they become URI-identiﬁed resources.
As shown on Figure 2, the meter is located in room
D43.1 and is connected with the gateway of that room À
(we assume that only 1 gateway is within signal reach in
each room). The device gets the energy consumption of the
electric appliances in that room from the gateway that aggre-
gates the individual consumption of all Ploggs in the room
(white boxes next to the laptop and the kettle). Depending
2http://www.sunspotworld.com/
3http://www.plogginternational.com
on the total amount of energy consumed, the Ambient Meter
changes its color from green (little energy is consumed) to
red (a lot of energy is consumed). The meter retrieves this
information by periodically issuing a HTTP GET request
for the here/energyMonitor resource. Since the gate-
way knows its location, it automatically resolves this URI
to: http://192.168.99.6:8081/energyMonitor.
The meter is then taken towards another room. On its way,
the meter connects to the gateway of the left wing of the
ﬂoor, so that it displays the energy consumed in the area
Á, which is the aggregation of the individual consumption
of each room. The Ambient Meter is then taken to room
D48.1, where it reconnects automatically to the gateway
of this other room Â. The consumption of a lamp and a
desktop computer located in D48.1 is then displayed. Note
that the ambient device does not actually deal with any
explicit location since it only asserts the energy consumption
its current location - which depends on the closest gateway.
In the last part of this scenario a user enters room
D48.1 Ã. Using a Firefox plugin, the user connects to
the gateway of the room he is located in: D48.1. As
shown on Figure 1 (right), he gets back a webpage
containing links to either related locations (e.g. D48.2,
etc.) or to resources in the current room. By clicking on
the http://D48.1/energyMonitor/ he retrieves the
amount of energy consumed by the lamp and the desktop
computer. As the Ambient Meter is also currently located
in this room the user can click on its link and access its
services. For instance this link can be used to retrive the
temperature currently sensed by the Ambient Meter for room
D48.2. This illustrates how users can leverage the gateways’
structure and the concept of Web of Things to browse (and
bookmark) their physical location as they would with other
Web pages.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented how the design principles of the mod-
ern Web architecture can be applied to build a location-aware
infrastructure for physical objects. In our approach, devices
are made available as resources on the Web by regardless of
actual protocols used by the devices. This is made possible
by using gateways that enable access to devices through a
uniform interface based on same architectural style that is
used in the World Wide Web. This allows physical objects to
be searched, accessed, browsed, and linked together exactly
like any other Web resource. A hierarchical structure of
physical locations can be created by linking gateways, and
this infrastructure can be used to search and use things
based on their location and other contextual information. We
have shown with a prototype implementation that simple and
lightweight location-based services called physical mashups
can be implemented with any mobile device that supports
HTTP. Security and privacy have not been addressed in this
paper, however we are investigation the usage of HTTPS andOAuth to enable authenticated and secure communication
between mobile clients and gateways. Future work will also
include a more detailed performance and scalability analysis
of the whole system.
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